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a large share in bringing their Churches into line with the
rest of Western Christendom; at the same time they were
not prepared to yield authority over them. In Denmark, in
the latter part of the twelfth century, archbishop Absalon
played the part of a Lanfranc, working in complete harmony
with his royal master; in the civil wars in Sweden, the
different factions took different sides on the issue between
royal or ecclesiastical control; while in Norway, towards
the end of the century, King Sverre actually adopted a
violently anti-clerical policy.
After the heroic age of the Vikings, Scandinavia had passed Denmark
out of the main current of European history, into which it The reign
was only temporarily drawn again by the exploits of Canute of f^1
the Great. Norway and Sweden remained in the backwater £ve sons
for some time ; Denmark, in contact with the mainland, was
affected by the ebb and flow of German politics. After the
death of Canute's son Hardicanute in 1042 it had to submit
for five years to the rule of king Magnus the Good of Norway.1
On Magnus's death in 1047, the link with Norway was broken ;
Canute's nephew, Svein Estrithson, became king, and was
succeeded by five of his sons in turn,2 the last of whom died
in 1134. This was a period of ecclesiastical organisation,
begun by Svein, who was in friendly correspondence with
Pope Gregory VII, and completed when the archbishopric of
Lund was created in 1104; of social reform, to which the
abolition of slavery in the reign of St. Canute especially
contributed, and which was furthered by the peaceful reign
of Eric the Ever-Good ; and finally of constitutional change,
especially in the curtailment of popular liberties and the
imposition of taxation for monarchical and ecclesiastical
purposes by St. Canute. His consequent murder was followed
by a period of famine during the reign of his brother Olaf
(nicknamed, accordingly, Hunger), and the Church pointing
the moral exalted Canute to the rank of saint, and was the
more easily able to enforce the payment of tithes. One
social result was the formation of gilds 3 of a religious char-
1	By the terms of the treaty made between Hardicanute and Magnus in
1038 it was agreed that if either died without male heir, the other should
succeed to his kingdom.
2	Harold, Canute (St.), Olaf Hunger, Eric the Ever-Good, and Niel.
3	Similar gilds were already in existence in Norway (where they were
especially dedicated to St. Olaf) and Sweden,
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